Customer Case Study Lifestyle

Facts
Challenge
Helping athletes become faster
on the track by personalising a
runner’s shoes.
Solution
Additive Manufacturing of
customised spike plates
for competition using an
E OSINT P 395.
Results
•	Tailor-made: ideal and
customised fitting
•	Light: reduced weight for
minimised load and better
performance
•	Fast: production of several
models within a short period
of time

Customised comfort in motion –
a 3D-printed spike plate attached to the bottom of a New Balance track spike (courtesy of New Balance)

Shoes, Perfectly Balanced

Improved Runner Performance: New Balance Uses EOS
Industrial 3D-Printing Technology to Individualise Spike Plates
New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc., best known simply as New Balance, has turned to design-driven
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“We establish a relationship

Team New Balance runner Jack Bolas
takes a spin around the New Balance
Sports Research Lab’s test track
(courtesy of New Balance).
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Think the impossible. You can get it.
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